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Introduction
Dynamic communication networks are defined by the general non-static behavior of communicating nodes and their connections — nodes may appear and disappear at any given time, and connections may break. Such networks occur naturally, for example among the increasing number of personal wireless devices,
nodes in ‘internet of things’, robot swarms (e.g. among drones), and in many
other situations. The Internet backbone network (with the BGP routing [24])
can also be viewed as such. Because of the dynamic behavior of the network,
generally unpredictable state or structure, and usual lack of a single centralized
administrator, packet routing and address allocation in such networks is often
challenging. [26]
The nodes in the dynamic networks are usually assumed to be also routers
capable of forwarding packets to the destination, and specific procedures are established to ‘boot’ the routers into the network to allow communication with
others, one of which is the address allocation. Multiple algorithms for routing
and address allocation have been devised for the Internet and various types of
ad-hoc networks such as the mobile ones (MANETs). These usually differ by assumptions taken about the network structure and administration possibilities, by
an algorithm to exchange and organize the routing information, and by various
tradeoffs in computation complexity and communication efficiency.
This thesis explores a variation on the distance-vector routing protocols,
such as the BGP. BGP, as used on the Internet, requires manual allocation of
autonomous system (AS) numbers; moreover, the BGP routers are usually overwhelmed by very large routing tables. The devised SARP1 protocol is an experimental protocol based on simple distance-vector routing that requires no AS
allocation (or any other unique identification of routers) and uses a special rule
to automatically summarize and approximate groups of addresses in the routing
table, thus making it relatively small.
Additionally, we show that it can be used to successfully assign new addresses
to routers, but this capability is limited because the information from distancevector routing alone can not be used to prevent the address collisions satisfacto1
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rily. A future protocol extension would be needed to provide that functionality.
Content of the thesis The thesis provides a summarized description of several routing and addressing protocols that can be used in current ad-hoc networks. Purely routing protocols (including BGP) are summarized in chapter 1.
Some routing and addressing protocols are reviewed in chapter 2. Motivation,
design goals, and assumptions used in SARP are discussed in chapter 3. In the
last section, we show the implementation of SARP in a simulated environment
and demonstrate the functionality and limitations.

4

Chapter 1
Routing in dynamic networks
Computer or communication networks were developed to transfer data between
individual computers in this network. A good simple analogy is a graph. In this
graph computers are represented by nodes and edges represent connections (e.g.
wire) between two nodes. Henceforth computers in the network will be called
nodes.
To transfer the data, nodes in the network need to have unique identifiers addresses. When a computer wants to send some data it envelops the data with
an address of the destination node into the message, which for all intents and
purposes, can be called a packet. Then a process called routing takes place. That
is when a node needs to decide to which neighboring node in the connection
graph it will send the packet to. It can only hope that the packet will arrive
at the desired node (i.e. a node with the destination address). Then the packet
“travels” to the neighbor where it is routed to next neighbor and so on up until
the packet reaches its destination or some node along the way decides to end this
process and throw the packet away. Routing a packet through a network from
some source node to a destination node is just like finding a path or route in the
connection graph between the two nodes.
One might think that that is easy, finding a path in a graph is a well-known
problem. And that is correct, with a graph we can easily precompute the shortest
paths between any pair of nodes, and then routing just finds the next node on
the path and we are done.
That is only true assuming that the network is static i.e. its topology does
not change in time. And in general, this does not hold. In the world of notebooks and smartphones connecting to the internet over a wi-fi, networks have
become dynamic. The connection graph is constantly changing. Luckily, the
pace at which we move, connect, and disconnect our devices from the network
is orders of magnitude slower than the time it takes to send and process a packet.
Therefore computer networks can deal with this by using dynamic decentralized
5

algorithms for routing packets in this ever-changing environment.
However, these algorithms introduce some overhead i.e. additional packets
used to track the state of the network. This is limited by the transfer capacity of
the network connections, wire or pulse waves can carry only limited information
at a time. Therefore an important property of routing algorithms is the routing
overhead they introduce to network traffic which is necessary for their correct
functionality.
As it seems, packets in the Internet cannot be simply routed by a single algorithm. Even worse, small networks consisting of several hundreds of nodes
start to have issues when known dynamic routing algorithms are used. The scalability of these algorithms is therefore their key property. To develop a scalable
dynamic routing algorithm or protocol (set of rules nodes should follow to properly execute the algorithm) we can look at the techniques used in the biggest
network — the Internet.

1.1

Development of routing in the Internet

As the Internet has grown, it has constantly faced scaling problems mainly regarding its routing protocols. Even though the early Internet consisted mostly
of static infrastructure and end-user nodes, the pace at which the nodes have
been joining the global network meant, that non-adaptive (static) approaches to
routing were simply not viable.
First dynamic routing algorithms were devepoled like Routing Information
Protocol (RIP) 1.2.2 which belong to so called distance vector routing protocols 1.2.
It finds the optimal route based on hop-count metrics i.e. the number of nodes a
packet has to go through. It is not very scalable. For example, a way to deal with
a connection failure was named as count to infinity problem 1.3. The solution to
this problem resulted in RIP protocol being able to route packets only to destinations less than 15 hops away from the source node. Furthermore, an error in
a distributed calculation on a single node influenced the whole network. It also
suffered from big routing overhead.
Another used approach was the link state routing 1.2, where all nodes in the
network have complete information about the network topology i.e. know the
whole connection graph. By contrast, in distance vector algorithms nodes have
only information about the connection to their direct neighbors. All of this is
at the cost of some routing updates being broadcasted over the network. Even
though these algorithms initially had better scaling than RIP protocol, due to
their nature of sending network-wide broadcast they also were not suitable for
the Internet.
To be clear, routing does not call the routing algorithm to decide where to
6
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Figure 1.1 Routing domain which connects networks A - F via inner routers R.
From outer world this domain can be seen via outer routers OR.
send the packet for each outgoing packet. Instead, routing algorithms work in
periods. They process updates, store relevant information into routing tables and
later into even more condensed form — forwarding tables.
Routing table is rich in information. It contains specific fields for a given
routing algorithm and thus it is not viable for the fast lookup of a next-hop node.
Forwarding table, on the other hand, is optimized for lookup of the destination
address and so it is used to promptly send or route an incoming packet to its next
node — a process called forwarding. As the Intenet has grown the size of routing
tables has been increasing constantly.
Several countermeasures were used to shrink the size of routing tables like
an aggregation of records (several routes in the same direction aggregated to a
single one) in routing tables or default (implicit) routes. Furthermore, the size of
routing updates was increasing, even more. This was not acceptable since routing updates could consume a significant portion of the transmission capacity of
the network. This was solved by decomposition of the network into sufficiently
small parts called routing domains. 1.1
The invention of routing domains or else called Autonomous Systems (AS)
created a hierarchical structure where backbone (core) domains interconnected
other domains. There was no longer a need for finding the most optimal route,
rather finding any route was sufficient. This hierarchical structure created new
categories of routing protocols: Exterior Gateway Protocols (EGP) and Interrior
Gateway Protocols (IGP). 1.2
Autonomous systems are called autonomous since they can decide for themselves what routing policy they enforce inside the system (via IGP), what other
AS they connect to (via EGP), and what are they willing to share with these
neighboring AS. This proper encapsulation has created a sustainable Internet
structure for the time being. However, Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) 1.2.2, the
most used EGP protocol, is already experiencing troubles regarding the size of
the information it works with.
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Figure 1.2 Three autonomous systems connected via border routers (OR) which
use EGP between each other. On the other hand, inside of an autonomous system
some IGP is used.
Now we review some routing algorithms to find out what approaches exist
and even touch briefly on how are they implemented in protocols.

1.2

Routing algorithms

Dynamic routing algorithms can be categorized into centralized and distributed
classes. The single point of failure in centralized approaches is a significant
downside, hence our focus is on decentralized protocols.
Currently used distributed routing algorithms can be separated into 3 general
classes:
Distance vector Distance vector routing protocols let nodes know only about
connections to their direct neighbors and how to get to the rest of the
network through them. This information involves some metrics e.g. hopcount to determine how far nodes are. The algorithm finds the most optimal route to the destination address with regards to selected metrics. They
tend to use path searching algorithms from graph theory like Dijkstra or
Bellman-Ford algorithm performed in a distributed manner. Updates are
sent periodically to direct neighbors to detect changes in topology. Error
8

in one update propagates through the whole network. Above mentioned
RIP protocol belongs to this category.
Link-state Link-state routing protocols, on the other hand, have complete information about the network topology i.e. its link state. Calculation of the
optimal route is again based on chosen metrics which can now be more
specific like costs of links - edges in the graph. Since each node calculates
the state of the whole network by itself, it is better protected from a faulty
node that has the wrong results. Topology changes are broadcasted to the
whole network.
Path vector Path vector routing protocols are similar to distance vector protocols, but instead of just distance to the given address update contains also
the whole path to it. Consequently, solving the count to infinity problem
because each node can independently detect cycles from the given path.

1.2.1

Count to infinity problem

To describe the problem figure 1.3 depicts networks of 3 nodes A, B, and C. Initially, node A “sees” itself at 1 hop distance and others do not see it at all. The
first update notifies B that there is node A, while C still does not have a record of
A. On the next update, C gets to know A and this is a stable state up until connection between nodes A and B breaks. On third update B does not get anything
from A thus assumes, that the connection broke, however, update form C implies
that B can find A through C. There is no way for B to know that the 2 hop route
from C goes through B unless the update contains the whole path (path-vector
routing protocols) or other information. Therefore now on the 4th period, C gets
an update from B which contains a route to A in 3 hops. Since it knows that its
route goes through B it updates its hop count to A to 4. The same thing happens again and again until some arbitrary threshold is reached and the node is
declared as lost. For RIP 1.2.2 protocol, this threshold is only 15 hops therefore
no path in the network could be longer.
In other words, count to infinity problem is a loop in the routing. To avoid
loops routing updates need to keep track of what nodes the update passed
through and make sure that nodes do not accept updates they have already
seen. This problem nicely illustrates what kind of complications arise when the
algorithm is distributed. The next section describes some routing algorithms in
greater detail.
9
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Figure 1.3 Count to infinity problem described on 3 nodes which are initialy connected, then connection between A and B breaks. Numbers represent distance
in hop count metrics form each node to node A.

1.2.2

Traditional Protocol Examples

RIP
Routing information protocol (RIP) [9] is one of the oldest distance vector protocols. It uses hop count as a metric. Periodic updates are sent every 30 seconds and
updates contain reachable IP network address, hop count, and next-hop i.e. the
routing interface IP address the update came from. Then the update is compared
to the current routing table with the same format and based on the Bellman-Ford
algorithm routing table is updated. If there are two routes (via different next
hops) to a destination RIP stores both in case one might break later and performs
load balancing between the two.
For practical use, it is often not preferred routing protocol due to a long time
to converge and poor scalability compared to other protocols like OSPF.
OSPF
Open Shortest Path First Protocol (OSPF) [16] is an IGP link state routing protocol.
It uses vague cost metrics which allows every node to assign some metrics to
each route. Unless this is specified a bit rate is used as a default metric.
When a node joins a network it asks its neighbors for network information
via Link State Requests (LSR) and receives a response in the form of Link State
Update (LSU). On change or just periodically nodes broadcast or multicast LSU
to the network. Each node continuously updates its Link State Database (LSDB)
based on LSU which maps network topology. When the LSDB is updated router
10

performs Dijkstra algorithm also known as Shortest Path First (SPF) (hence OSPF)
to calculate the shortest path to each destination address.
This is not very scalable since the size of routing tables is too big, albeit linear
to the number of nodes in the network. [10] Although OSPF protocol has mechanisms like multi-area technique (which creates a hierarchical area structure) to
reduce the sizes of LSDBs in larger networks this requires manual configuration
and creates a bottleneck in the backbone area.
BGP
Next protocol is the most used EGP in the Internet — Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) [24]. It is a path-vector routing protocol and it is quite complex. It requires
static precofiguration and continuous handling. That is mostly due to the nature
of AS, since they can decide what information are they willing to share.
Even BGP has been experiencing problems regarding the size of its routing
tables [10]. At first, the growth was exponential because of the constant addition
of new AS. That was managed by using route aggregation techniques (merging
several routes to one) and CIDR mechanism [7]as a result of a deal between managers of AS (the Internet Service Providers or ISPs). These measures managed to
keep the amount of routing table entries below 512k which is a limit for many
old routers, but since then the boundary has been crossed. BGP is also a very
slow protocol, its booting is slow and reaction to line breakage may take several
minutes.
Now that we have described some existing routing protocols for traditional
computer networks lets focus on special kind of computer networks which are
even more general and flexible — ad hoc networks.

1.3

Ad hoc networks

Ad hoc network is a set of mobile nodes with no pre-existing infrastructure (like
routers or access points) connected wirelessly. Each node directly participates
in network functionality more or less to the same extent. Nodes also tend to be
limited in power, transmission range, and bandwidth.
These properties make ad hoc networks, or more specifically Mobile ad hoc
networks (MANETs) very flexible and so an interesting area of research. Research
focuses on efficient routing and addressing algorithms as well as the scaling capabilities of these networks. Applicability of MANETs has become very rich since
the arrival of the Internet of things (IoT) where many devices communicate with
each other in a flexible network topology.
11

1.3.1

Node behavior in MANETs

Nodes in an ad hoc network can join or leave at any time. They can also lose
power or experience technical difficulties, which disconnects them from the network. Sun and Belding-Royer [26] summed up these properties to several common situations, or scenarios, that protocols have to deal with:
Independet initialization When a node joins the network it has to self initialize. Node acquires an address from self-configuration independently of
other nodes. This is the simplest scenario and other scenarios build upon
this one.
Group initialization Similar to the first case but now a group of nodes joins
the network in the proximity of each other in a short amount of time. This
group expects to be able to communicate to accomplish some task.
Network joins A network join happens when a node joins an already existing
group. This node obtains an address and familiarizes itself with network
structure.
Network partitions Network partitions happen either due to mobility or connection loss when one interconnected network separates into two. This
may cause some currently forwarded packets to fail in delivery. Furthermore, if a node joins one of the partitions, it acquires address only based
on that single partition resulting in possible address duplicates between
the two partitions.
Stand alone networks merge In case that two separate networks come into
a connection range of each other, they merge. Since networks were separated and possibly created completely independently of each other address
space utilization may overlap. Therefore there may be duplicate addresses
that can render some routing erroneous.

1.3.2

MANET-specific outing algorithms

Due to the overall very flexible properties of MANETs like mobility, limited transmission range, and instability of nodes, the network can not rely on any form of
static configuration. Neither can the nodes rely on centralized approaches since
the nodes are more or less equivalent and no central authority with superior
properties exists. Instead, MANETs use decentralized and dynamic protocols
for routing and addressing their nodes. Currently routing protocols in MANETs
can be divided into four general categories based on how they search for routes:
proactive routing, reactive routing, hybrid routing and position based routing.
12

Proactive routing
Proactive routing protocols proactively try to learn how to route packets. Each
node manages its routing table from periodic updates from neighbors. Because
of these periodic updates, proactive protocols tend to generate significant overhead. They also suffer from a slow reaction to connection breakage and drastic
topology changes as a result of moderate mobility. Both distance vector routing protocols (like RIP 1.2.2, DSDV 1.3.3) and link-state routing protocols (like
OSPF 1.2.2 or OLSR [4]) belong to this class.
Reactive routing
Reactive routing protocols, on the other hand, react to the need to forward a
packet the moment they get it and do not know how to handle it. They flood
the network with Route Requests or Discovery packets to find a route. This may
lead to high latency and network clogging. However, if a network is sufficiently
clustered the flooding can be limited and the latency in route finding is not as big
compared to periodical route updates of all nodes in the network as in proactive
routing. An example of such a protocol is AODV 1.3.3.
Hybrid routing
Hybrid routing is a combination of both above-mentioned approaches. Routes
are initially established by some proactive routing and then-unknown routes are
resolved by reactive flooding. Protocols try to use either proactive or reactive
routing based on the typical case thus take advantage of both approaches. Protocol ZRP 1.3.3 belongs to this category.
Position routing
Position routing protocols use node exact position for its routing and address
assignment algorithms. The position of a node may not necessarily be absolute,
rather reasonable relative positioning of nodes is sufficient. Also, the mobility of
the nodes has to be in balance with the ability of the network to react to position
changes. Additionally address assignment procedures may take advantage of
knowing relative positions of nodes. An example of such a protocol is LAR [12].

1.3.3

Routing protocols for MANETs

Now let us look more closely at some examples of such protocols.
13

DSDV
Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector Routing (DSDV) [22] is a proactive
distance-vector protocol designed for MANETs. This protocol utilizes the
same mechanisms as RIP 1.2.2, and on top of that it is modified by the addition of
sequence numbers to routes. The sequence number is generated by a destination
node and is attached to a routing update. This way changes in topology can be
detected, and records that are not updated are deleted after some time. Although
this protocol is not widely used due to its bad scaling properties, its valuable
asset is in incremental updates with sequence numbers as labels, which can
adapt many wired network protocols to ad hoc networks.
AODV
Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) [21] routing protocol is a reactive
protocol for MANETs. As long as the endpoints have a route between each other
AODV does not do anything. Once a node wants to send a packet to a destination
it broadcasts Route Request (RREQ). A node may reply to RREQ with a unicast of
Route Replies (RREP) either when it is the requested node or if it has a ’fresh
enough’ record of this node. A record is fresh when its a valid routing entry
and its sequence number is at least as big as the one contained in RREQ. These
sequence numbers are essential for the protocol to be loop-free and thus avoid
counting to infinity problem. This number is generated by each destination and
send via RREPs. When a node has two routes to a destination it has to choose
one with the greatest sequence number as it should be the newest.
Nodes monitor the status of active next hops. When a link break occurs a
Route Error (RERR), which contains destinations or subnets which are no longer
accessible, is broadcasted over the network.
ZRP
The next protocol is a Zone routing protocol (ZRP) [8] which is suitable for large
network spans with diverse mobility patterns. Each node proactively maintains
routes within its local region size of which is given by a single parameter —
routing zone radius. As expected from a hybrid protocol, routing in between
such zones is done by reactive routing.
An important feature of this protocol is a single parameter setup which allows
for a dynamic configuration based on network parameters. For instance, a static
or very slowly moving network may have very large zones when a proactive
protocol would precompute the best routes and make corrections only occasionally. On the other hand, for a few nodes moving fast relative to each other a zone
radius of 1 hop results in pure reactive routing.
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As we have shown routing in large dynamic networks especially MANETs
is a complex problem and there are many approaches to it. Most of them try
to be separate from address assignment algorithms because of unanimous use
of IP addressing scheme. This, however, may be limiting since a special address
format and address assignment algorithms can provide useful information to the
routing protocol.
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Chapter 2
Address assignment in dynamic
networks
The majority of routing protocols assume that nodes in the network are configured apriori with a unique address. Due to the dynamic nature of the network,
this can not be done statically. Instead, the network utilizes dynamic addressing
protocols that auto (self) configure the node when it connects to the network.
Hence, the address assignment mechanism is also a vital element of a dynamic
network as well as a self-organizing ad hoc network. Nodes can also have multiple addresses and they can dynamically change over time.

2.1

Properties of dynamic adressing

Different properties of dynamic unique address mechanisms are centrality, address format, the structure of address space, and Duplicate Address Detection
(DAD).
Centrality Algorithms can be either slightly centralized or fully decentralized.
Fully decentralized versions are preferable in ad hoc networks but come at
some sort of higher cost.
Address format Based on address format, protocols are divided into two
groups: IP-based and non-IP based. IP-based protocols use IPv4 or IPv6
address format, which integrates them nicely with the TCP-IP protocol
suite. On the other hand, non-IP protocols may take advantage of different
address formats and specifically tailor it to the needs of the chosen routing
protocol. However, this comes at a cost of developing adapter like protocols to fit them into already existing protocols from lower network layers.
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Another option is to develop entirely new protocols for other layers of the
protocol stack (mainly transport layer).
Address space Address space can be either hierarchical or flat. Hierarchical
address space has better scaling properties and may provide some clues to
routing itself. Routing can then aggregate several routes under a single
one which reduces the size of routing tables. This is a similar concept
to CIDR [7] mechanism in IP addresses that match all addresses sharing
common address prefix.
Duplicate address detection (DAD) Primarily in MANETs but also in simple
dynamic networks decentralized addressing technique can assign the same
address to two different nodes. In MANETs, this is very likely to happen
during network merges and partitions. When two nodes have the same
address then from a routing point of view it is impossible to distinguish
them. Therefore a packet may reach a correct destination address but not
the correct destination node. Different methods of DAD are used to solve
this problem.
Paidya and H. [19] categorize different approaches to DAD i.e. strong and
weak DAD. Strong DAD techniques prohibit the existence of address duplicate in the whole network. On the other hand, weak DAD allows the
existence of duplicates unless it breaks the forwarding of packets. Intuitively strong DAD is not achievable in distributed protocols. The latency
of choosing an address has to be bigger than maximum update travel time
in the network, and an ad hoc network can assure no such thing.
Approaches to address assignment algorithms specific for ad hoc networks
can be categorized into three classes according to Sun and Belding-Royer [26]:
decentralized approaches, leader-based approaches, and best-effort approaches.
Decentralized In the case of fully decentralized protocols, addresses are assigned based on a distributed agreement between the nodes of the network. Examples of such algorithms are Ad hoc Address Autoconfiguration
(AAA) [23] and MANETconf [17].
Leader-based On the other hand, leader-based algorithms node obtains an address from an elected leader in the network. An example of such protocols
is Dynamic Address Allocation Configuration Protocol (DACP) 2.2.2 and Dynamic Address Allocation Protocol (DAAP) [20].
Best effort The best-effort approach is when the node does not require an acknowledgment from the rest of the network and selects the address independently of others. Afterward, DAD mechanisms in the network take
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action to ensure functionality. Prophet addressing protocol [13] belongs to
this category.

2.2

Address assignment protocol examples

In this section, we review some addressing protocols. First is the most used
dynamic address assignment protocol — DHCP and afterward at the bestperforming protocols according to a study by Sun and Belding-Royer [26].

2.2.1

DHCP

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) [5] is used to dynamically assign IP
address and other network configuration parameters. It is widely used for networks of all sizes. It is a centralized protocol thus can run either as a program on
a local router on a dedicated DHCP server. When a node connects to the network
it searches for available DHCP server via broadcast of DHCPDISCOVER message.
The DHCP server then replies with an address offer and address lease time and
optionally with other network parameters. The node may then request some offered address and the server has to acknowledge this with a DHCPACK message.
Then a node has successfully acquired that address for a given lease time. The
protocol then maintains leased addresses, supports periodic lease renewal and
rebinding of previously used address.

2.2.2

DACP

Dynamic address configuration protocol (DACP) proposed by Belding-Royer and
Sun [1] is a leader based address assignment protocol used in MANETs. A leader,
in this case, called Address Authority (AA), is elected via a distributed agreement
algorithm. AA is responsible for managing the state of the network such as used
addresses, address lease time, and a unique network identifier. There can be
multiple AA in the network each managing its network with a chosen unique
identifier. The address assignment procedure is similar to the AAA protocol,
where the node randomly selects an address from a given interval, and afterward
sends broadcast checking for address availability. When no negative response is
received node can register its address under its AA. AA then periodically broadcasts its unique network identifier so that network partitions and merges can be
detected. If nodes do not detect their AAs advertisement they sign under new
AA. On the other hand, if a merge occurs, different AAs are supposed to handle
possible address duplicates and change the address only when a duplicate is detected. Therefore AA is there for detecting network partitions and merges and
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solving address duplicates afterward.

2.2.3

ODACP

Optimized DACP (ODACP) proposed by Belding-Royer and Sun [1] is an improved
version of DACP where the address selection process does not involve broadcast
of an address request. In ODACP node selects a random address and checks with
its AA for its availability. If the address is already registered on AA then it is
rejected and the node has to choose a different address. Another functionality
is the same as in DACP most importantly leader still does broadcast to detect
merges and partitions and let nodes know of its presence.

2.2.4

Buddy approach

An addressing scheme builds on nodes managing a disjoint set of free addresses
described by Thoppian and Prakash [27]. The first node in the network is assigned whole address space picks one address from it and reserved the rest. The
second node connecting to the first node is given half of its reserved address
space, picks one address and reserves the rest. Although this seems like a neat
hierarchical address structure, the dynamic nature of MANETs makes it a fairly
complex protocol with many different message types.

2.2.5

Non-IP addressing mechanisms

All of the above-mentioned protocols are IP-based but the general categories apply also to non-IP protocols. As we have already mentioned, non-IP addresses
can help the routing algorithm. Even though IP address space is hierarchical it
is fixed in length. Variable-length addresses give much more flexibility to addressing protocols but also routing protocols. That is why address assignment
schemes tend to be directly linked to their routing protocols. Protocols like Dynamic Address Routing (DART) 2.4 or its optimized variantATR 2.4.5 still have
fixed address length but address space hierarchy is a routing hierarchy.

2.3

Scalable self-organization of ad hoc networks

The current protocols for MANETs work well only up to a few hundred nodes.
For ad hoc networks to reach their full potential more scalable routing protocols
need to be developed which could function on a MANET network consisting of
thousands of nodes. For this to happen we believe that dynamic routing and
dynamic addressing techniques should be tied closer together. As described by
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Eriksson, Faloutsos, and Krishnamurthy [6], scalable and efficient protocols must
have the following properties:
Localization of overhead Routing and addressing overhead should be as local
as possible with respect to close neighbors. This prohibits any networkwide broadcast.
Lighweight, decentralized protocols The protocol should not give too much
responsibility to any participating node and if the protocol needs to manage some state it should be as small as possible.
Minimal configuration Since network is flexible with plenty of nodes any
form of manual configuration beyond what can be done at the time of
manufacture is not desired.
Minimal hardware requirements Furthermore, if we want to increase applicability the nodes should not rely on the form of GPS technology or likewise.
Another crucial part is to get rid of things that “wired world” takes for
granted, but tend to cause trouble in ad hoc networks e.g. separating node
identity from its routing address. This allows the dynamic addressing to represent some relative position in the network so that an address has a topological
meaning.
When node identity is no longer represented by an address how is a node
going to decide whom to send the packet to? We believe that this question should
be answered in a different layer and routing itself should not directly take care
of it. For instance in DART protocol 2.4 authors propose the use of Distributed
Hash Tables (DHT) to map node identities to routing addresses. Hence this can
be separated as a different problem and be a subject of another research.
Various routing protocols with dynamic addressing schemes have been developed for MANETs including Netsukuku [14], BATMAN [11, 25].
We specifically focus on the DART protocol, because it focuses on scalability.

2.4

DART protocol

Dynamic address routing for Scalable ad hoc and Mesh Networks (DART) proposed
by Eriksson, Faloutsos, and Krishnamurthy [6] is a distance-vector, decentralized
routing protocol with non-IP, hierarchical address space. In a distance-vector
fashion, the protocol sends periodical updates and uses metrics to determine the
best possible route. Authors used just simple hop-count metrics since the version of the protocol is mostly a proof of concept with optimizations regarded
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Figure 2.1 The address space of a 3-bit address length. Leaves represent actual
addresses, whereas innner nodes represent groups of addresses with a common
prefix.
as future work. Just as we mentioned above, this protocol also separates node
identity from its routing address. The unique identifier of a node is an IP address
for compatibility with transport layer protocols. These unique node identifiers
are stored in DHT. The routing address of the node is dynamic and reflects the
relative position of the node in the network. It may change on node movement.

2.4.1

Address Space

The address format is a l-bit binary number. An example of such address space
for l = 3 is shown in figure 2.1. The leaves of this tree represent actual nodes
but the edges do not represent physical links in the network. Physical links are
represented by dotted lines that connect leaves.
Each tree node represents an address subtree i.e. addresses with a common
prefix. A level-k subtree is defined by an address prefix of (l − k) bits. A level-k
sibling of a leaf is a subtree or leaf sharing the same parent at the level-(k−1). An
emphidentifier of a subtree is a minimum of unique identifiers of all nodes from
a given subtree. For example according to the figure 2.1 node with an address
100 has node 101 as a level-0 sibling, node 11x as a level-1 sibling and node 0xx
as a level-2 sibling.
The same network form 2.1 is depicted again in 2.2 but this time with the
focus on physical connections. Furthermore dotted areas represent address subtrees. A crucial property of DART protocol can be observed here and that is that
a set of nodes sharing the same address prefix (those in the same dotted area)
form a connected subgraph. In other words, the more prefix addresses share the
closer in the network topology they are. This property is called prefix subgraph
constraint.
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Figure 2.3 Siblings of node 100 depicted by triangles. Siblings 0xx and 101 are
present in routing table while node 11x is not.

2.4.2

Routing

The routing table of DART is logarithmic to the number of nodes in the network. Each node keeps records only for its siblings in the address tree, see figure 2.3 which represents the same network as in figures 2.1 and 2.2. Each sibling
holds information to route a packet to the corresponding subtree of addresses,
but remember that physical connections do not match tree addresses and physical nodes are only in leaves of the address space. Furthermore, this holds if the
prefix subgraph constraint holds. Forwarding in this protocol is just the matter
of determining the biggest common prefix sibling subtree and searching for that
record in the routing table.
For each such sibling, node keeps track of next hop, cost in hop count metrics,
an identifier of that subtree, and route log which is used for loop avoidance. As
described in section 1.2.1 to avoid loops, route updates need to keep track of
what nodes they pass through so that those nodes would not process that update
again. This, however, has scalability issues since the list of all nodes would get
too big.
In DART once an update has left an address subtree it is not allowed to reenter. This way the size of the route log is at most logarithmic to the size of the
network.
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2.4.3

Address allocation process

The selection of a correct address has to satisfy the prefix subgraph constraint
for each address subtree, all nodes in it form a connected subgraph. A node
listens to routing updates, then finds the highest level subtree not present in any
of neighbor routing updates and picks an arbitrary address from that subtree.
This ensures that the chosen address is not a duplicate in the network known to
neighbors.
However, due to node malfunction or mobility, the prefix subgraph constraint
can be violated. There may be a duplicate elsewhere in the network as a result
of network merges and partitions. Therefore the protocol has to perform DAD.
If there is a duplicate, there has to be at least one sibling which has a different
subtree identifier since the identifier of a subtree is a minimum of all unique
identifiers in it. At the very least, for a level-0 sibling of some node in the network
has to have a different subtree identifier.
In that case, two or more routes would be announced with the same address
prefix, but with different identifiers. Upon receiving such routes, node ignores
the route with a bigger identifier. If a node receives a route to its subtree with a
lower identifier than the one it was advertising, it selects a new address.
As mentioned by authors of DART this described version of the protocol is
not optimized yet. A node may just pick an address that is far away from its
neighbor with respect to the address tree, which does not balance the tree very
well. On the other hand, even this version performed better compared to DSDV,
AODV, and DSR protocols with regards to scalability.

2.4.4

Node lookup process

Since identity of a node is separate from its routing address, there has to be a
mechanism to search for routing address of a node. A distributed hash table is
used for this purpose. In DART a hash function determines an anchor node for a
given subtree which holds ⟨identif ier, address⟩ tuple.

2.4.5

ATR

Augmented Tree–Based Routing protocol (ATR) proposed by Caleffi, Ferraiuolo,
and Paura [3] is an optimization of the DART protocol. Its core idea is to store
not only a single route, but instead store all possible routes to given address
which augments the tree structure. This allows the protocol to use multi-path
forwarding strategies in pursuit of higher reliability. The size of routing overhead does not increase since the update mechanism is the same, however, size of
routing tables does increase since we store additional routes.
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Moreover, ATR uses different address allocation scheme which is similar to
the previously described Buddy approach 2.2.4. ATR also changes the way address selection procedure picks neighbors from which it acquires an address since
original method does not converge well, even in small networks.
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Chapter 3
Scalable addressing and routing
protocol
Previous chapters described different approaches to routing and MANET routing
in particular. Now, based on existing protocols and their issues we propose a new
protocol SARP.

3.1

Design goals

There are several core design concepts we want to follow.
Address–Position relation First, similarly to DART, node address should be
decoupled from its identity. Rather it should represent a position of the
node within the network topology. In a mobile network, a node should
dynamically readdress to keep this condition fulfilled.
Variable address length The previous concept requires hierarchical address
space. Any IP based system uses subnetting and supernetting which does
create hierarchical routing tables. However, nodes are only allowed to have
full-length addresses. Since IPv6 can address any future demand of devices full-length addresses seem sufficient. Nevertheless, variable-length
addresses seem better to track hierarchical network topology. In contrast
with DART, the SARP protocol can utilize the whole address space. It is
not limited just to full-length addresses — leaves in the address tree.
Statistical approximation Another key concept is the way SARP represents
the cost of a route. A route to an address can describe a group of nodes with
this address as a prefix of their address, just like IP supernetting. The cost
of a route is a statical approximation of hop-count metrics to this group
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of nodes. Hop-count is approximated by a normal distribution, further
clarification is present in the following sections.
Reducing table size Scalability requires a manageable size of a routing table.
Assuming that the network is "properly" addresses we want to achieve a
logarithmic size of routing tables with respect to the number of nodes in
the network.
Stateless approach The routing protocol should not manage any other state
apart from the exchanged routing tables.
As announced, SARP uses some properties of normal distributions to represent route costs. Hence now we sum up a couple of properties we use.

3.2

Normal distribution properties

Normal distribution N (µ, σ 2 ) is a type of continuous probability distribution of
a real valued random variable. It is represented by two parameters: mean - µ and
variance - σ 2 . Standard deviation is a square root of variance i.e. σ. Since standard
deviation and variance are in relation both represent how spread the values are
around the mean. Still, it is easier to think in terms of standard deviation since its
values are in the same units as data points of the random variable. To illustrate
this there is a tool called z-score.

3.2.1

Z-Score

Z-score is a statistical tool that says, given distribution of random variables and
a data point, how many standard deviations away from the mean the data point
is. That is given the data point x and a normal distribution N (µ, σ 2 ) z-core of x
is
x−µ
z=
σ
For example, imagine the marks of students on a test. These marks follow a
normal distribution µ = 120 σ = 10. If you scored x = 130 points and you want
to compare yourself to the rest of the students. Z-score is than z = 130−120
= 1.
10
Therefore score 130 is 1σ - standard deviation away. Now we can use a rule
called the empirical rule which tells us, given a normal distribution and a z-score,
how many data points are there within 1σ, 2σ and 3σ.
The empirical rule says that 68% of the data points of a normal distribution
is 1σ away from the mean, 95% within 2σ and 99% within 3σ of the mean. For
different values of z-score, there are tables that tell the percentage of normally
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Figure 3.1 Depiction of the empirical or the 68-95-99.7 rule. Given a normal distribution, the figure depicts the percentage of data points under the respective parts of the area under the curve. Source: By M. W. Toews - Own
work, based (in concept) on figure by Jeremy Kemp, on 2005-02-09, CC BY 2.5,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=1903871.
distributed data points below the given z-score. In the context of comparing
your mark to the marks of the other students, it tells you how many students
had worse or better marks than you. Figure 3.1 depicts the empirical rule, notice
that the standard deviation σ has the same units as the data points. Applicability
of z-scores is further discussed by Bose and Sen [2].

3.2.2

Sum of normally distributed random variables

Let X and Y be independent normally distributed random variables, their sum
is also normally distributed:
2
X ∼ N (µX , σX
)
2
Y ∼ N (µY , σY )
2
Z = X + Y ∼ N (µX + µY , σX
+ σY2 ).

Multiple proofs of this are available here 1 .

3.3

Routing protocol

SARP protocol is a proactive distance vector routing protocol. The route to an
address represents a route to all nodes which have this address as a prefix of
their address. This intuitively creates a hierarchical address space. If a node has
a route to an address [1] it “knows” a route to the whole subnet i.e. [1.∗].
1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sum_of_normally_distributed_random_variables
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3.3.1

Routing table format

Since SARP does not use IP addresses we should define the SARP addresses 1.
Definition 1 (SARP address). Let x ∈ N, then a SARP address is a vector of numbers from an interval [0, x]. Address component is a number from this interval.
Notation: For x = 1, [1.0.1] is a valid address of lenth 3, with components 1, 0 and
1.
For example, we can set the interval to [0, 1], then the infinite set of valid addresses is: [0], [1], [0.0], [0.1], [1.0], [1.1].... Still, realistically there is only a fixed
amount of nodes in the network and so the addresses. Therefore the address can
be represented by a fixed amount of bits.
The routing table is a trie of these addresses. It is not a traditional dictionary
trie, instead of characters, there are numbers — address components. Within
each record of a trie is a cost of a route to the address formed by the reversing
path to the root of the trie.
The cost of a route is a sample mean and sample variance of distances where
the sample is the subtree of the respective record. Since each record has such
cost attached to it, approximately normal distribution “describing” subtree of a
record is a combination of all its direct children. A combination of two children
into one parent is described in the figure 3.2.
In addition to the cost, each record keeps a next-hop node to know where to
route a packet with the matching destination address. The structures which form
the routing table are present in listing 1. The routing procedure is described in
algorithm 1.

3.3.2

Route exchange protocol

Now that we have shown how to route a packet using an existing table, we should
describe how to build such a table in the first place. Route cost consists of a
sample mean and sample variance of addresses with the corresponding prefix
from the trie. Since at the network boot a node has no observations i.e. no
knowledge of the network topology or its neighbors, all a node can do is assign
a cost to its localhost addresses. What is the mean of the hop count distance to
itself, and what is the variance of this single observation? Mean is simple since it
is the localhost it is 0. With variance we get into a bit of trouble, it should be also
0 since no other node can route better to the localhost. Since variance cannot by
definition be 0 we can say that it is very close to it.
Like in traditional distance vector protocols SARP sends updates in periods.
The update message format is a routing table itself without the information about
the next hops. That may seem inefficient but further optimizations are possible.
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Listing 1 Structures that build the routing table. Each node in the trie is a Record
structure. This record represents a route to address constructed by combining
address components from the root to the record. Cost is represented as a mean
and variance of hop-count distance to a group of nodes with a corresponding
address prefix.
struct Cost {
double mean ;
double variance ;
}
struct Record {
AddressComponent ;
Cost ;
NextHop ;
}

Algorithm 1 Routing algorithm of a packet with an address which is the input
of the function Route. It traverses the trie to find the longest common prefix of
the destination address and any other address in the trie. For destination address
length n the complexity of such operation is Θ(n)
function Route(address)
lcp_address ← LCP(address)
▷ L.C.P. with any address in the trie.
if Length(lcp_address) = 0 then
Cannot route given address, maybe pick a random neighbor.
end if
record ← MatchRecord(lcp_address)
return record.next_hop
end function
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In contrast to general distance vector protocols like RIP, SARP updates are processed in batches. Rather than updating the table with each incoming update
continuously, we wait for updates from all neighbors and build a new table from
the bottom up.
When a node receives an update from all neighbors it has to increase the cost
of records from a neighbor table. Similarly to RIP when a neighbor sends an
update with its address on a hop-distance 0, we create a route for that address at
distance 1. Again math and statistics are not very rigorous here but remember
that we are only trying to approximate these routes and see how things work out.
A cost of a neighbor is a parameter of a simulation. Reasonable and somewhat
intuitive is mean distance of 1, with low variance like 0.1 since a node “knows”
its surroundings well compared to any distant nodes.
Therefore at the boot of the network, a node gets an update from all neighbors and these updates are just tables with their localhost addresses with mean
distance 0 and variance 0. To get the correct neighbor cost (parameter of SARP
protocol) we add the sample means and the sample variance to all the records in
the incoming tables. This addition is based on the sum of normally distributed
random variables 3.2.2 since we assume that these random variables follow a
normal distribution. After we have added neighbor cost to all records from the
neighbors we perform traditional Dijkstra procedure to find the shortest route
in terms of mean distance. This algorithm is described in later section 3 after we
describe additional methods.
For example, similarly to RIP protocol, imagine a node A that knows a route
to address x via node B with distance 5. It receives an update from a node C
which has address x at distance 2. Node A increases the cost of the route since it
now goes one additional hop to node C to cost 3. That, however, is still a shorter
route to x compared to the one via node B. Therefore node A replaces its record
in the routing table for address x with cost 3 and next-hop C.
RIP protocol has to deal with one issue in this process. If the initial record on
node A went through C instead of B, A would have to update the cost regardless
of it being shorter or longer. Batch processing of updates solves this problem.
When building a new table a node does not care about a table currently used
for routing and therefore it processes only one cost for a particular address from
each neighbor. This boils down just to find the best — shortest mean hop distance
to an address.

3.3.3

Route generalization

So far we have localhost and neighbor addresses in our table. But we have to
specify how do we assign costs to intermediate addresses, i.e. those which do
not represent any actual node. As we have mentioned all records in the trie have
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Figure 3.2 Generalization cost values of a parent with two children in the trie.
Notice that parent mean is the average of children means. Furthermore while
children have more specialized routes i.e. lower variance parent has bigger variance.
a cost.
Intuitively what we want, is that a parent cost would describe the costs of
its children “sufficiently” well. Since we assume that our costs represent a normal distribution of distances to a group of nodes with that address prefix, the
probability density function of a parent record should ‘cover’ probability density
functions of its children. Figure 3.2 depicts such situation.
Definition 2 (Generalized record). Generalized record is a inner node in the routing table trie i.e. not leaf.
Theorem 1 describes how to compute the costs of generalized records 2.
Theorem 1 (Generalized cost). For a generalized record r in the trie with the cost
µ, σ 2 , let C be the set of direct children of r.
For C = ∅ the record r is not a generalized record so leave it be.
For |C| = 1 let µ and σ 2 be mean and variance of the only record in C then:
µ=µ

σ = σ2.

2
For |C| = K > 1 let µ1..K and σ1..K
be means and variances of records from C
then:
k
1 ∑︂
µi
µ=
K i=1
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K
1 ∑︂
σ =
(µi − µ)2 + σi2
K i=1
2

Proof. First, we need to realize what are we dealing with in terms of a record with
its subtree. Effectively record represents a sample of observations of distance to
the record address. This sample is an observation of the random variable described with its mean and variance. Children of a record, therefore, represent
random vector each recursively representing its children as a random vector.
These K children are represented with following independent random vecors:
X1 = (X11 , . . . , X1n )
X2 = (X21 , . . . , X2n )
..
.
XK = (XK1 , . . . , XKn )

Sample mean and sample variance of these vectors is:
n
1 ∑︂
Xij
µi =
n j=1

σi2

n
1 ∑︂
=
(Xij − µi )2
n j=1

Record r can thus be represented as a random variable Y
Y = (X11 , . . . , X1n , X21 , . . . , X2n , . . . , XK1 , . . . , XKn )
From that we get the µ that is a estimate of EY from the theorem:
µ=

K ∑︂
n
K
n
K
1 ∑︂
1 ∑︂
1 ∑︂
1 ∑︂
Xij =
Xij =
µi
nK i=1 j=1
K i=1 n j=1
K i=1

To get the variance we use a little trick. We standardize / center variable Xi
with regards to the µ, denoted as Xi′ . We can do that because centering a random
variable does not change its variance.
Xi′ = Xi − µ = (Xi1 − µ, . . . , Xin − µ)
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′

Now we show what µ′i and σ 2 of Xi′ looks like:
µ′i

n
n
n
1 ∑︂
1 ∑︂
1 ∑︂
′
=
X =
(Xij − µ) =
Xij − µ = µi − µ,
n j=1 ij n j=1
n j=1

(3.1)

n
n [︂
]︂
1 ∑︂
1 ∑︂
′
′ 2
(Xij − µi ) =
(Xij′ )2 − 2Xij′ µ′i + (µ′i )2
σi =
n j=1
n j=1
′2

n
n
n
1 ∑︂
1 ∑︂
1 ∑︂
′ 2
′ ′
=
(Xij ) − 2
Xij µi +
(µ′i )2
n j=1
n j=1
n j=1
n
n
1 ∑︂
1 ∑︂
′ 2
′ 2
′ 2
=
(Xij ) − 2(µi ) + (µi ) =
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(3.2)

3.3.4

Removal of redundant routes

The main reason why we generalize the table is to reduce its size. Generalized
records are supposed to cover their children. Therefore, we propose a condition
that will determine whether the parent describes its children well enough so
that we can throw away all the children nodes. This would only make sense
if the address–position relation holds. The figure 3.3 describes three common
scenarios.
First, let us focus on the simplest case in the middle. A red node keeps the
information about all close neighbors and due to the address–position relation,
they are in the same prefix group. Left of it, there is another prefix group. The
red node keeps information only about closer nodes from this group. On the
far right, however, since this group is too far away, the red node does not know
about any particular node in this group, it just keeps a record of the prefix area.
Notice, that each circle beside the gray one represents a record in the routing
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Figure 3.3 This image depicts 3 types of situations where routes are removed..
The red circle is the localhost node. Blue circles are nodes whose addresses are in
the routing table of the red node. Green areas group nodes with the same address
prefix. Gray nodes represent nodes that red node does not have a record of in its
table.
table. Red and blue circles are leaves of the trie while green areas are generalized
records.
Algorithm 2 describes the function that deems children of a generalized
record redundant. This version of the algorithm allows only two scenarios from
the figure 3.3. When children records are deemed redundant, the whole subtree
of is removed. The scenario where node keeps records of generalized record and
few close nodes from this prefix area i.e. the one on the left cannot happen.
Algorithm 2 Function HasRedundantChildren determines whether a generalized
record describes its children well enough and deems them redundant. COMPACT_THRESHOLD is a configuration parameter of the SARP protocol.
function ZScore(x, mean, standard_deviation)
x−mean
return standard_deviation
end function
function HasRedundantChildren(mean,
variance)
√
standard_deviation ← variance
z ← ZScore(0, mean, standard_deviation)
return z > COMPACT_THRESHOLD
end function
Algorithm uses z-score 3.2.1 on a generalized record cost and ‘data point’ 0.
This data point represents the hop-distance of localhost i.e. 0 hops. Intuitively a
node wants to keep records close to itself. Z-score says how many standard deviations away the data point it. If a record is more than COMPACT_THRESHOLD
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standard deviations away from the node we can forget the subtree. The aggregated record should be sufficient to route to a record address prefix group.
We have to mention that our implementation does not remove direct children
of the root of the subtree which is an empty address. Therefore if a node finds
an address with yet unknown first address component, even if it is far away, it
keeps this record. That allows the node to route to distant networks even though
they are redundant based on algorithm 2.

3.3.5

Batch update

Now that we have described generalization and aggregation of the routing table,
we can properly describe how incoming updates are processed. Algorithm 3
describes this process.
Since MANET routing is a distributed process, synchronizing update periods
is hard. However, it is not necessary. Each node knows existing link connections
form the lower network stack layer. It keeps last updates from each node stored
and waits for the rest of the neighbors or a selected timeout. Then it processes
the stored updates.

3.3.6

Static example

We demonstrate the update, generalization, and aggregation process of the protocol in the figure 3.4. Figure 3.4 demonstrates how SARP works on a simple
network. Network topology is sketched on the top of the figure. It consists of
thee linearly placed nodes. Nodes are addressed in a way that suffices address–
position relation.
Each node has its routing table, in the form of the trie, depicted across 3
periods of routing. After these 3 periods, the network is in a consistent state —
further updates do not alter the tables. Each table is created from the previous
period neighbor tables based on the algorithm 3.
Furthermore, depending on the initial setup of the SARP protocol, namely
the value of the COMPACT_THRESHOLD parameter, several records can be removed. These are marked with dotted areas. Notice that even removal of these
marked records does not break any routing based on algorithm 1. Another important thing is that even if the marker records were removed in period 1, it
would not affect values (of non-redundant records) after period 2 update.

3.3.7

Update propagation

Just like any other distance vector protocol SARP sends out updates if a change
occurs. Since it manages generalized records and removes redundant records
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Algorithm 3 This algorithm describes the update process of the protocol. It
processes updates from all neighbors together with localhost addresses in one
batch. That creates a new table that replaces the existing routing table. First, we
add all records with the shortest cost 3.3.2. Then we generalize the table 3.3.3.
Last, we aggregate the table i.e. remove redundant subtrees 3.3.4>.
Require: Update from each neighbor.
procedure AddRecord(table, address, cost, via_node)
if Contains(table, address) then
matching_record ← Find(table, address)
if matching_record.cost.mean > cost.mean then
matching_record ← Record(address, cost, via_node)
end if
else
record ← Record(address, , cost, via_node)
Insert(table, record)
end if
end procedure
function BatchProcessUpdate(⟨update, neighbor⟩[n])
new_table ← EMPTY_TABLE
for all localhost_address do
AddRecord(new_table, localhost_address, LOCAL_COST, LOCAL)
end for
for all ⟨update, neighbor⟩ do
for all recordinupdate do
actual_cost ← Cost increased by NEIGHBOR_COST
AddRecord(new_table, record.address, actual_cost, neighbor)
end for
end for
new_table ← Generalize(new_table)
new_table ← Aggregate(new_table)
return new_table
▷ Replace the current routing table.
end function
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Figure 3.4 Demonstration of SARP protocol on a simple linear network sketched
on the top. Below the network, there are 3 rows of routing tables. Each table belongs to the respective node in the above network in different update periods.
Record of a trie is a structure from listing 1, where top row is an address component, middle row is a cost in form of (µ, σ 2 ), and the bottom row is a next-hop
node.
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from the routing table we need to define what is a change. In a general distance
vector protocol if an update with a new route arrives that change has to propagate further. SARP, however, processes updates in batches.
A batch update creates a new table independently of the current routing table i.e. the one used for routing. Therefore we need to define a method that
compares two tables, new and the existing one, and determines whether there is
‘significant’ a difference between them. Significant in the sense that we should
send it to the other neighbors.
Algorithm 4 describes method used in the simulations. If the new table contains different addresses compared to the old table then a node has to send out
updates. Moreover, if the table contains the same address but the costs differ a
node sends updates as well. To determine the difference in the costs we use the
z-score function. This time z-score does not compare a data point to distribution
but rather two separate distributions. This type of z-score is described by Bose
and Sen [2].
Algorithm 4 Function that determines whether a new_table created in batch
update 3 has an update-worthy difference compared to the old_table. UPDATE_THRESHOLD is another parameter of the simulation.
function NeedUpdate(old_table, new_table)
for all record ∈ new_table do
if Contains(old_table, record.address) then
matching_record ← Find(old_table, record.address)
zscore ← ZScore(record, matchng_record)
return |zscore| < U P DAT E_T HRESHOLD
else
return true;
end if
end for
return f alse;
end function

3.3.8

Connection failure

Since SARP should be a MANET routing protocol is has to deal with connection
issues. SARP detects broken connection as an absence of an update in a given
update period. The simplest way to solve connection breakage is to set a maximum limit on cost. Then when a connection breaks count to infinity 1.2.1 occurs
which stops at the set limit on cost.
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There should be more efficient ways of doing this. However, this is not implemented and we leave it to a future research.

3.4

Address selection

For routing to work a crucial address–position relation has to hold. Intuitively
nodes with common address prefix have to be close to each other. For now, let
us focus on the static case as the mobile one introduces many issues.
An example, although not perfect, is addressing based on octree described
by Meagher [15]. Static, i.e. pre-configured addressing of a network based on
octree does not create address duplicates. Each node would have a variablelength address with components from interval [0, 7] from address definition 1.
This is the addressing technique we have used in our simulations.
It has some issues though. Imagine a cube subdivided by halving its edges
to 8 identical cubes. Octree numbers these cubes from 0 to 7. In the context
of addresses node in cube 0 would have its first address component 0. Cube 0
has adjacent (via the whole side) cubes with indices 1, 2, and 4. Therefore two
neighboring nodes at the edge of cube 0 and 4 would have different first address
component and by quite a lot.
To build a better address assignment we need to directly reflect the network
topology. One way to do this would be to create a distributed bootstrapping
method of address assignment. However, that proved to be a difficult task which
is beyond the requirements for this thesis. Still, SARP is also an address assignment protocol and without reasonable addresses, the routing does not work.
Therefore we propose a method of address acquisition for a new node in an already addressed network.

3.4.1

Address assignment

This method takes advantage of stored updates from neighbors. It is based on an
intuitive property of viable addresses and so that a node should have a similar address to addresses of neighboring nodes. Algorithm 5 describes a method where
node processes updates from neighbors into a working routing table. Then it
looks up all the neighbor records in this table. It finds a common parent of these
records in the trie. If the subtree of this parent has a free address node acquires it.
Otherwise, the node picks a random parent and prolongs its address by minimum
address component, in this case, 0.
Assuming that each node knows its surroundings if a node picks an address
this way it should not have a duplicate in the network. For now, there is no
DAD mechanism implemented. However, we test the proposed address assign41

ment method and its limits in combination with existing network addresses in
the octree style.
Algorithm 5 Address selection method for a node which boots into an addressed
network. A node listens to updates from its neighbors and based on them, attempts to pick a free address — is not a duplicate.
Require: updates from neighbors which form existing routing table
function HasFreeAddressInSubtree(table, record)
Seach the subtree of a record.
if there is a free address w.r.t the address component interval then
return f ree_address
else
return f alse
end if
end function
function PickAddress(table)
neighbor_records ← get all records with NEIGHBOR_COST
parent ← common parent of all neighbor_records
if HasFreeAddressInSubtree(table, parent) then
return f ree_address
else
neighbor ← random record form neighbor_records
new_address ← neighbor.address + [0]
▷ Prolong the address.
return new_address
end if
end function

3.5

Parameters

As the text already mentioned SARP protocol uses several input parameters.
These parameters can be tinkered with to change the behavior of the protocol.
Tweaking these parameters is the main part of our simulations 4.3.1. Table 3.1
sums up these parameters.
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COMPACT_THRESHOLD
UPDATE_THRESHOLD
NEIGHBOR_COST
LOCAL_COST
COMPONENT_INTERVAL

affects ‘view’ distance of a node
affects a node propagates an update
affects what values of all costs (including generalized)
generaly µ = 0, σ 2 = 0
affects finding of free addresses in the trie,
additionaly it impacts how wide / deep the trie is

Table 3.1 Enumeration of input parameters of SARP protocol as well as a brief
note on what does the parameter impact. These parameters are constants and do
not change during the execution of the protocol.
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Chapter 4
Implementation and benchmarks
An implementation part of this thesis is a simulation 1 of a MANET network.
We have considered using ns-3 networks simulator [18] but due to its nature of
simulating the whole network stack and our scalability requirement, we have
opted for creating a new simulator. Furthermore, we were not sure about our
ability to integrate the SARP protocol into ns-3 due to different address properties
of this protocol. Additionally, a new simulation program allows us to focus only
on things we care about while we can “ignore” link and physical layers with
simple abstractions.

4.1

Program description

Program is available on github 2 as well as in an appendix of this thesis. It is a
C++ command line interface program with no external libraries that uses make
as a buildtool.
Simulation is event-loop based. Since this is a MANET network simulation
we simulate equal nodes in a bounded 3D space. A node can boot into the network, attain an address (or multiple of them), move in the given direction, and
send or receive packets. All input parameters and setup of the simulation are
described in the appendix of the thesis.

4.1.1

Object model

The main design goal was to emulate a MANET network with a focus on routing
protocols that operate in a distributed fashion. Therefore each class interface
1

Since we are not implementing properly all network layers this is an emulation rather than
simulation but in the text, we refer to it as a simulation.
2
https://github.com/TomasDrozdik/SARP
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Method

Description

Init
UpdateNeighbors
UpdateAddresses
Route
Process
SendUpdate
SelectAddress

Initialization routine called at node boot.
Alert that node has changed neighbors.
Alert that node has changed addresses.
Find a next-hop neighbor for a packet.
Process incomming routing update.
Send an update to a neighbor.
If possible pick an address.

CheckPeriodicUpdate
NotifyChange
RequestUpdate

Send an update if change occured. Only once in a period.
Notify neighbors that change occured.
Request an update from a neighbor.

Table 4.1 Summary of methods in the Routing class. The first part of the table
contains virtual methods. The second part has non-virtual methods that directly
perform a periodic routing update. Notice virtual method SelectAddress. Since
we had to implement routing and also addressing protocol this is a way to ask
routing for an address.
tries to be as close as possible w.r.t. the available information it would have in a
real environment. However, this is sometimes abandoned in favor of simplicity
and efficiency. These simplifications must not interfere with the correctness of a
network emulation.
Since this is an event-based simulation figure 4.1 depicts all events types. It
focuses on classes that are directly involved in the simulation event loop. Edges
connect events to parts of the network structure they interact with. Edge descriptions roughly name methods which events call on on these objects.
To count important events or situations there is a Statistics class. It has multiple Register* methods to note an occurrence of a situation.
To better ilustrate how these events are involved in the event loop figure 4.2
depicts how RecvEvent and SendEvent are scheduled. The network is a set of
nodes and its main purpose is to track links between the nodes. Node has a
current position, a set of addresses, and a set of neighbors (pointers to nodes).
The address is a vector of bytes.
Node has a Send and Recv methods that send or receive a packet from a neighboring node respectively. To route and forward a packet a node uses the Routing
class. The Routing class is a generic dynamic routing interface. Table 4.1 sums
up methods from the Routing class. This interface is suited for periodic dynamic
address protocol. In our case, we have implemented a generic distance vector
routing protocol and SARP protocol. Even though we are using inheritance, all
nodes in the network have uniform routing type as is typical for MANETs. Therefore, static templating of routing type into the Node class is possible.
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Register*()

Network

Register*()

Statistics

UpdateNeighbors()

Event
UpdateNeighbors

RandomTraffic()

Traffic

Node

Boot(time)

Boot
Send(packet)

Position

Recv(packet, from_node)

Move(move_plan)

Address[]

Send

Recv

Move
SelectAddress()

Readdress
Routing

CheckRoutingUpdate()

UpdateRouting
RequestUpdate(from_node)

RequestUpdate

Figure 4.1 Events in the simulation. Ellipses represent classes. Solid box areas
Network and Node represent composition hierarchy of objects inside the box. The
dashed area Event represents the inheritance hierarchy.
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Event

Priority

Reasoning

Boot
Recv
Move
UpdateNeighbors
Readdress
Traffic
Send
UpdateRouting
RequestUpdate

100
90
80
50
50
0
0
0
0

Each subsequent event can benefit from new boot.
Move and neighbor update may break Receive.
UpdateNeighbors has to know new position.
Traffic, Send and UpdateRouting needs new neighbors.
Traffic, Send and UpdateRouting needs new addresses.
-

Table 4.2 Priorities of events in the simulation in descending order. Two events
scheduled at the same time are executed based on their priority. Event with
higher priority is executed first. The default priority value is 0, the type of a
priority is integer therefore negative priorities are possible.

Routing object has access to the node it works on i.e. its addresses and
neighbors etc. Node notifies Routing of neighbor change with UpdateNeighbors
method. Routing processes each incoming packet via Process call which evaluates whether the packet is a routing update or not. It takes advantage of abstract
Packet class and creates its overload as a routing update packet.
On the other hand, when a node needs to send or forward a packet it calls
the Route method. This method decides where to route the packet based on its
destination address, neighbors, and routing updates.
The event loop itself is happening in class Simulation. It contains schedule
— a priority queue of pure abstract Event objects (described in 4.1) which are
ordered by their time and priority. A priority of all events is summarized in the
table 4.2.
Figure 4.2 shows the flow of sending and receiving a packet. The simulation
contains a schedule of events that are continuously processed. Network aggregates all nodes and takes care of node neighbors. After a neighbor change Node
notifies Routing of this change via UpdateNeighbors method.
When a node wants to send a packet it routes the packet and schedules a new
RecvEvent. Such RecvEvent calls the Recv method on the node, which calls the
Process method on the Routing. This method allows Routing to process routing
updates. If the packet destination address matches some address of the Node,
delivery is successful. Otherwise, the packet needs to be forwarded. To do that,
Node schedules a SendEvent which starts this routine again. The rest of the
events work similarly.
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Simulation
Run()

Network

Send()
Route()
Schedule(RecvEvent)

Node

Address[ ]

Routing

Packet

Address from

Address to

UpdateNeighbors()

Neighbors

Schedule

Pop() and Execute()

Schedule(SendEvent)
Recv()
Process()

UpdateNeighbors()

Figure 4.2 Object relations in the simulation class with focus on sending and
receiving of a packet. Rounded shapes represent classes. The encapsulation of
shapes represents object composition. Objects interact via methods in rectangular shapes.
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SimulationParameters
NodeBoot

Traffic

General

Movement

Sarp
Simulation::Run()

CreateScenario()

NodeBoot

Traffic

NeighborUpdate

Readdress

Custom

EventGenerator
Figure 4.3 Process of creating a simulation. Solid boxes represent the composition and dashed represent the inheritance hierarchy. Rectangular boxes represent methods.
Simulation start
Simulation needs a network and initial events and to run. However, a set of
manually created events is not a pleasant way to manage simulation configurations. For this reason, we have created structured simulation parameters. Proper
description of all parameters is in the appendix of the thesis. These parameters contain general parameters of a simulation like connection range, position
bounds, etc. General parameters are required for each simulation run.
Then there are special sets of parameters that are random intervals for some
events like traffic events. These parameters are then passed to a method CreateScenario which creates corresponding EventGenerators. These are simple forward iterators over events they create. Therefore input of a simulation is a set of
event generators together with simulation parameters. At the start of a simulation, events from all generators are extracted and scheduled. Figure 4.3 depicts
all simulation parameters structures as well as corresponding event generators.
Notice that there is a CustomGenerator which is simply a collection of several
events. This way users can opt-out of what other generators offer and rather
create specific events. Another important thing is that nodes are booted into a
simulation at a given time. This is described in node boot parameters and actual
BootEvent-s are created by NodeBootGenerator. Of course, nothing prevents the
user from using CustomGenerator for this, other generators are only meant to
simplify this process.

4.1.2

Notable mentions

In this section, we mention some notable implementation details.
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Neigbor update
First, we focus on neighbor update computation. Each node keeps track of its
current position and Network class aggregates all booted nodes. Neighbors are
two nodes within the connection distance of each other. The simplest way to
compute this is that for each node we loop through all other nodes and check
whether they are in range. This, however, is Θ(n2 ) where n is the number of
nodes. Since this needs to be updated on periodical bases we wanted to optimize
it.
There are efficient techniques for finding neighbors in 3d space based on
range trees but we have opted for a simpler alternative. Whole space is subdivided to cubes of connection range size — position cubes. The network keeps
track of what node is in what position cube and updates this if necessary on
node movement. With set position boundaries from general parameters calculation of what position belongs to which position cube is O(1). Therefore to find
a neighbor Network searches only through 27 surrounding position cubes.
This solution has a complexity of O(n2 ). The worst-case scenario is when
all nodes are in connection range of each other. However, we assume that the
connection range is going to be smaller than the whole space and that nodes are
spread across the whole space. Therefore this should be an optimization, at least
from the complexity perspective.
SARP batch update
Another thing is the way the SARP batch update is handled. Since this gets more
complicated in a mobile scenario. SARP expects an update from all neighbors
and only then does the batch process algorithm 3.
General distance vector protocol that processes updates continuously. It also
sends out updates when a change has occurred from the previous update. If we
were to apply the same procedure for batch updates then a situation can occur
where a node has some new information but needs an additional update from
a neighbor to start the batch update. This neighbor, however, did not have any
change in his table and thus does not send the update. Therefore a batch process
does not happen and the propagation of new information is stopped.
It is important that the updates stop — network updates converge. In actual
implementation, neighboring nodes would still exchange some pings to verify
that the connection is still active. That is not implemented since we can track
what connections are active from the third-person view. The periodic “keepalive” ping would be necessary for realistic implementation.
Still, we need to know when a static network converges to a stable state i.e.
additional updates do not alter the routing tables. That is important to do before
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we send traffic into the network so that we get the best information. This update
convergence is one thing we are going to focus on in our simulations.

4.1.3

Gathering data

Last we describe the way simulation produces data. There are 2 main ways:
Registering statistics As it was described in figure 4.1 both events and network
structure have access to Statistics class. This is a class of counter methods
— Register*(). This way when a packet destination address matches the
address of a node, the delivered packet is registered. It is a primitive but
effective way of counting important events. All this data can be printed
out in the form of a key-value pair or a csv format.
Event description Another way is a bit hard to process but it offers a detailed
description of what exactly happened in a simulation. Each event prior to
its execution prints information related to this event. After the simulation,
this plain text can be parsed to see exactly what has happened.

4.2

Benchmark setup

Observing MANETs is pretty much like observing the chaos. Nodes can connect
and disconnect at any time, they move which breaks connections, etc. Since we
do not have any real data on how MANETs behave we have to emulate some
parts with randomness. Simulating a network has many input parameters some
of which are used as random generators inputs. An appendix of this thesis describes all of these parameters. On top of that, dynamic protocols like SARP
which involve readdressing considerably complicates the situation.
Therefore to measure something reasonable we have to define good model
situations from which we can deduce some properties of the SARP protocol.
SARP protocol itself has multiple parameters 3.1.
First, we focus on finding a suitable value range for parameter UPDATE_THRESHOLD. We test this on a linear network of 100 nodes addressed
by octree addressing. To find a suitable interval we run the simulation with
different values of COMPACT_THRESHOLD since that is the most important
parameter. COMPACT_THRESHOLD says how far (hop-distance wise) records
does the node keeps in its table. Algorithm 4 describes how exactly this is done.
Then, with set value for parameter UPDATE_THRESHOLD, we test the protocol on different static scenarios. These scenarios contain 3 topologies of 100
nodes each in different dimensions. Furthermore to see how does the protocol
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does on bigger networks we run one simulation with 1000 nodes. Networks are
addressed by octree addressing.
Then, we test the address assignment process described in section 3.4.1. Since
we have limited computing resources we did this on smaller networks. First is
a 5 × 5 grid where we place 1 to 20 nodes at random places after the network
converges. Then we wait for a selected time to let the updates recognize newly
booted nodes. Afterward, we send “broadcast” traffic to each original node from
every newly added node (i.e. it will be unicast to all original nodes). This way
we can determine what proportion of the original network can the newly added
nodes reach. We do the same for cube 4×4×4. Since now the addition is random
for each number of newly added nodes we run the simulation 100 times.
In all of these scenarios, we focus on update convergence, traffic packet delivery, and the size of the routing tables. The size of the routing tables is counted
as the sum of all routing records on all nodes. Each record of the trie is counted
in this sum. Therefore to get the average number of records you can divide the
sum by the number of nodes in the simulation.
Since the routing itself proved to be a tedious problem we did not manage to
properly address the readdressing process. Readdressing is essential for proper
functionality in mobile networks. Therefore we did not do any mobile simulations even though the simulator supports it.

4.3
4.3.1

Results
Estimation of parameters

First, we estimate suitable values for parameter UPDATE_THRESHOLD from the
algorithm 4. We simulate a linear network of 100 nodes with different COMPACT_THRESHOLD.
Figure 4.4 shows how many update periods did happen with changing COMPACT_threshold. The color indicates different values of UPDATE_THRESHOLD.
Note that since the simulation in all of the cases is 500s long and the routing update period is set to 1s, 500 routing periods is the maximum value.
Figure 4.5 shows the size of all routing tables. We can see that the UPDATE_THRESHOLD does not impact this value.
Finally, figure 4.6 shows how many of 10000 randomly generated traffic packets did successfully arrive. This is the most important metrics to determine what
are suitable values for the parameter UPDATE_THRESHOLD. We deduce that
the range of suitable values is in the interval [0.1, 0) for our purposes we use
value 0.05 from now on.
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Figure 4.4 Update conversion with different values of COMPACT_THRESHOLD
on the x-axis and UPDATE_THRESHOLD as a color gradient.

Figure 4.5 Size of the routing tables with different values of COMPACT_THRESHOLD on the x-axis and UPDATE_THRESHOLD as a color gradient.
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Figure 4.6 Successfully delivered packets with different values of COMPACT_THRESHOLD on the x-axis and UPDATE_THRESHOLD as a color gradient.

4.3.2

Static scenarios

In this section we simulate 100 nodes in 3 different configurations:
Linear Nodes placed in one line where each node has a connection only with
direct neighbors.
Square Nodes placed in a 2 dimensional 10 × 10 grid. Again node is connected
to neighbors in the grid (not diagonal ones).
Cube Nodes are placed in a 3-dimensional grid and are connected via grid lines.
To make conditions comparable to the previous two scenarios the “cube”
has to contain 100 nodes i.e. it is a 5 × 5 × 4 rectangular prism.
Additionaly to test what are the scalability properties we run a 1000 node
simulation in a 10 × 10 × 10 cube . Due to computational limitations, we ran this
scenario for a smaller interval of COMPACT_THRESHOLD — [3, 4].
To make sure that a node knows a somewhat short route to its destination we
set the TTL of the packets. For a linear case, minimum TTL is 100, for a square it
a minimal manhattan distance between diagonal nodes i.e. 10+10, and similarly,
in 3 dimensions it is 5 + 5 + 4. These values ensure that the routing finds the
shortest routes. However, since we do not necessarily want the shortest routes
we can increase this parameter by some constant e.g. 1.1.
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Figure 4.7 Update conversion of different grid topologies.
We are running these scenarios with different values of parameter COMPACT_THRESHOLD. According to its value, we are measuring when the network converges, how many traffic packets are successfully delivered, and what
is the size of the routing tables. It may happen that the network does not converge i.e. updates do not stop in the simulation duration. If we send traffic to
such a network it may alter the results.
Traffic is a 10000 randomly send packets in the time interval [400s, 450s].
Since the duration of the simulation is 500s and the routing update period is 1s
if updates period stop below 400 traffic is sent to a converged network.
Figure 4.7 shows what is the update convergence of different topologies. We
can see that for threshold lower than 3 networks do not converge very well since
the updates do not stop even after 500 periods. Afterward, it suddenly jumps to
reasonable values. Linear topology has the worst convergence and that is most
likely because of the longest route compared to other topologies. The bahaviour
is similar in the 1000 node network, although the updates reach reasonable values
around value 3.5. Even though it is a bit later compared to smaller networks the
update convergence itself is around 50 periods which is a nice result for a 10
times as big network.
The amount of successfully delivered packets is in Figure 4.8. When the network is not converged i.e. roughly when the threshold is lower than 3 packets,
mostly in the linear case, are not delivered. The linear case is pretty intuitive
since octree addressing splits it in half where one half is prefixed with 0 and the
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Figure 4.8 Number of delivered packets out of 10000 randomly send packets.
other with 1. If one half does not get sufficient information about the other half
delivery breaks. On the other hand, cube and later even square grids are doing
much better though still not enough. We would expect almost perfect delivery
and that is achieved for a threshold above 3 for 100 node networks and above 3.5
for 1000 node network.
Now let us look at the size of the routing tables. Figure 4.9 depicts an average
number of routing records per node. Distance vector routing protocol without
subnetting would have the shortest route to every other node. Therefore it would
have 100 routing records per node in a 100 node network. However, routing entry for SARP does not involve whole address, rather a record in the trie (listing 1).
Therefore the number of the records is not directly comparable and depends on
the size of the used data types.
To make it clear, a SARP routing table with all records would not only contain all node addresses as leaves of the trie but also all intermediate addresses.
Since addresses are variable in length we cannot say how much that is in general. Therefore for a cube topology and compact threshold 5 we do approach
100 records per node, these are, however, different from 100 records of a general distance vector protocol. Still, for a compact threshold 3 and slightly above,
which did yield very good packet delivery, the size of the routing tables in all 100
node scenarios is below 50. Futhermore, 10 times as big network has below 130
routing records per node in a situation when the updates converge i.e. above 3.5.
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Figure 4.9 Average number of routing records per node.
Time[s]

Description

0
300
300 - 301
302 - 399
400
490 - 499
500

Start of a simulation, boot of original nodes.
By now network should be converged based on figure 4.7
Boot all new nodes at random position in the grid.
New nodes listen to updates but have no address yet.
Readdres of new nodes based on routing updates.
Traffic to check connections.
Simulation end.

Table 4.3 Timeline of the address assignment simulations.

4.3.3

Address assignment

Last, we focus on address assignment efficiency of method proposed in section 3.4.1. To keep the environment somewhat similar we reuse two and threedimensional grids. Simulation adds some nodes to the network at random after
the network converges. Then waits for a bit and then sends a packet from newly
booted nodes to every original node. To be more specific table 4.3 summarizes
what is the timeline of this simulation.
Since nodes are placed randomly we need to make multiple runs for a given
number of added nodes. Due to limited computation power, we made 100 runs
for each value. Simulating networks of 100 nodes, in this case, turned out to be
slow. Therefore we have opted for smaller options and that is two dimensional
5 × 5 grid and three dimensional 4 × 4 × 4 grid. For these simulations, we have
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Figure 4.10 Update convergence of two dimensional 5×5 grid network topology,
after addition of new nodes.
set the value of COMPACT_THRESHOLD to 5 since the assumption is that the
algorithm would behave better with more information.
Figure 4.10 is a box plot of update periods of added nodes to the two dimensional 5 × 5 grid. Box plot represents values from different runs. We can see that
the updates do mostly converge at around 410 periods which is just 10 periods
from the address assignment. However, there are some cases in which the network does not converge until 500 periods. That might be caused by the absence
of the DAD mechanism since the current procedure does not guarantee that the
selected address will be unique.
To find out what is the connectivity of newly added nodes we send a unicast
to all original nodes. Figure 4.11 is a box plot of succesfully delivered packets.
Since the original network is 5 × 5 if the delivery per node is 25 that is perfect
connectivity. We can see that with an increased amount of added nodes newly
added nodes node can address fewer original nodes.
Figures 4.12 and 4.13 which are in 4 × 4 × 4 grid topology show similar behaviour. Updates do converge relatively fast but some do not finish until the end
of the simulation. The connectivity rate is worse even though we are adding proportionally fewer nodes than in the previous case. This shows some deficiencies
in the proposed algorithm.
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Figure 4.11 New node connectivity in the two dimensional 5 × 5 grid network
topology. The value of 25 means that the node was able to directly unicast all
nodes from the original network.

Figure 4.12 Update convergence of three dimensional 4 × 4 × 4 grid network
topology, after addition of new nodes.
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Figure 4.13 New node connectivity in the three dimensional 4 × 4 × 4 grid
network topology. Value of 64 means that the node was able to directly unicast
all nodes from the original network.
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Conclusion
In this thesis, we explored the design space of routing and addressing protocols
that focus on MANETs. We have designed and benchmarked a modification of a
simple, stateless distance-vector routing protocol scheme that improves its scalability.
The main design feature of the protocol is the utilization of address space
hierarchy in routing, which allows it to automatically summarize routes, and thus
simplify the routing table. In result, the size of the routing tables may decrease
to a logarithm of the network size, which improves scalability. The protocol does
not require any other communication than exchange of routing table entries.
The designed distributed routing algorithm was tested in a simulated environment described in section 4.1 and compared with a naive distance-vector routing, to show the viability and provide realistic estimation of the parameters 4.3.2:
• We have shown that the algorithm behaves well on networks where the
nodes follow ‘good’ addressing rules that correspond to their position.
• We have measured the influence of the algorithm parameters on the convergence and correctness, identifying the ranges of parameters that cause
convergence problems and routing loops. We have established reasonable
parameters that prevent divergence and routing loops.
• We have observed that the size of routing tables grows only minimally with
growing network size. This confirmed the scalability of the protocol.
All benchmarks were run on several scenarios and networks of different
topologies. The addresses were provided by data structures for spatial indexing, namely trees, quadtrees and octrees for network topologies of 1, 2, resp. 3
dimensions.
Additionally, the design of the protocol comes with a straightforward way
of estimating the addresses of newly incoming routers based solely on their perceived routing neighborhood. We demonstrated this functionality by adding and
addressing new nodes in a working network, which worked as expected.
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However, we have identified a drawback of the routing protocol that prevented us from designing a complete self-addressing (‘bootstrapping’) scheme —
a scheme that could be used to reliably distribute the addresses hierarchically,
without any prior addressing in the network.

Future work
Although the proposed algorithm shows promising results, it is far from complete.
Most notably, to be a MANET routing protocol it requires additional research
of the address assignment procedures. The main obstacle that prevented us from
implementing a complete addressing scheme is the inability to detect duplicate
addresses (or duplicate routing groups), because the information present only in
the routing tables does not give sufficient infomation to estimate that there is
an address collision. We expect that this might be fixed by collecting statistical
information about node (and group) reachability by simple ICMP-like pinging,
which can point out a collision-like problem in case when the routing table shows
a node that should be present and reachable, but the node does not respond.
A mobile scenario would additionally require re-addressing of nodes, so that
they would be able keep a viable address.
While the routing protocol works also for dynamic networks, it lacks many
optimizations required for efficient realistic use. A direct improvement (not required in our simulated setup, but vital for mobile networks) would be a change
of routing update format so that it only sends a small ‘differential update’ of
routing tables. Additionally, such small updates could also serve as “keep-alive”
packets, to deal with connection failure or device malfunction.
Similarly, the count-to-infinity problem will need to be solved without having
explicit node identifications as in BGP. One possibility for improvement would be
the implementation of exponential back-off that can vastly speed up the counting
to infinity.
We believe that demonstrated functionality of the basic protocol will provide
a starting point for the future research that would answer the observed problems.
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Appendix A
User documentation
This appendix describes how to use the simulation software to reproduce the
results achieved in the thesis.
To compile and run the software, you need dependencies make a g++ compiler version 9.3 or higher. Any version of the compiler that supports current
features of c++20 should be viable. The compilation is as simple as running make:
make
A separate binary folder is created with following binaries:
cd bin
ls
sarp
sarp_update_threshold
sarp_linear
sarp_square
sarp_cube
sarp_readdress_square
sarp_readdress_cube
sarp_big
distance_vector
Binaries sarp and distance_vector are general implementation with all available scenarios. Rest of the binaries correspond to plots from the thesis.
The program does not contain UI since it has plenty of input parameters and
it would be hard to express these parameters properly. If a user want to modify or
create new simulation scenarios he or she needs to modify the program. This way
is way more expressive and allows compilation to check type safety. Table A.1
sumarizes all simulation parameters.
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General

General parameters required for all simulations.

duration
ttl_limit
connection_range
neighbor_update_period
routing_update_period
position_boundaries

Duration of the simulation.
TTL limit.
Uniform connection range for all nodes.
Period at which network updates neighbors.
Routing update period.
Space boundaries.

NodeGeneration

Input for NodeGenerator.

node_count
routing_type
boot_times
initial_addresses
initial_positions

Number of nodes.
Uniform type of routing.
Time generator for boot time-s.
Initial addreses, nullptr for no address.
Initial positions.

Traffic

Input for RandomTrafficGenerator.

time_range
event_count

Time interval for the traffic.
Number of traffic packets.

Movement

Input for MoveGenerator.

time_end
step_period
speed_range
pause_range
directions

End of movement.
Period of when the node moves.
Speed interval.
Pause interval.
Movement directions.

Sarp

Properties of SARP.

neighbor_cost
compact_threshold
update_threshold

Cost of a neighbor.
COMPACT_THRESHOLD
UPDATE_THRESHOLD

Table A.1 Simulation parameters.
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The thesis describes the object model of the simulation. Input of the Simulation::Run method is simulation parameters, network, and a set of event generators.
An example main is described in listing 2. First, it includes required header
files. Then it specifies number of runs and values for compact_threshold. Then
it uses predefined scenarios from these header files
inc/scenarios/basic.h
inc/scenarios/readdress.h
If you want to create your own simulation scenarios then look at these files for
some examples.
These headers contain functions with preconfigured parameters. Besids parameters they returned (possibly empty) network and event generators. These
are used as an input to Run method. To be able to control randomness Run
method initializes random generator with provided seed. To get pseudorandom
values we used time as a seed. Then SarpRouting class has a Dump method which
dumps contents of all routing tables.
The program uses macros definitions to alter its behavior. You can adjust
these by commenting or uncommenting following makefille lines:
CXXFLAGS
#CXXFLAGS
CXXFLAGS
#CXXFLAGS

+=
+=
+=
+=

-DNDEBUG -Ofast
-DDEBUG -g
-DCSV
-DDUMP

First we decite whether we want to run in optimized or debug configuration.
Debug configuration has asserts on to track preconditions of some methods. If
you encounter some malfunction try compile with this configuration and maybe
asserts will point you to the issue. Then there is an option to print in csv format
by adding debug symbol CSV. Otherwise the simulation will print description
of every executed event. Last debug symbol is used when you want to explore
what the SARP routing tables look like at the end of the simulation since the
SarpRouting class supports this kind of dumps.
If you want to reproduce plots and data used in the thesis, there are prepared
make targets. Creating all plots is as simple as:
make plot -j 6
However, that may take long time since the simulation of cube 10 × 10 × 10 took
me around an hour to complete. Therefore you may add the − j 6 option to run
6 simulations in parallel. Or you can also just pick one binary, run it, redirect
output to some csv file and then use plotting scripts from folder plot.
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Listing 2 Example main program.
# include
# include
# include
# include
# include
# include
# include

< iostream >
" netwo rk_gen erato r / event_generator . h "
" sarp / routing . h "
" scenarios / basic . h "
" scenarios / readdress . h "
" structure / network . h "
" structure / simulation . h "

using namespace simulation ;
int main () {
# ifdef CSV
std :: cout << " run " << ’ , ’;
Parameters :: PrintCsvHeader ( std :: cout );
Statistics :: PrintCsvHeader ( std :: cout );
# endif
for ( int run = 0; run < 1; ++ run ) {
for ( double treshold = 2; treshold <= 5; treshold += 0.05) {
Parameters :: Sarp sarp_parameters = {
. neighbor_cost = Cost (1 , 0.1) ,
. compact_treshold = treshold ,
. update_treshold = 0.1
};
auto [ parameters , network , event_generators ] =
L i n e a r S t a t i c O c t r e e A d d r e s s e s ( RoutingType :: SARP , 100 ,
sarp_parameters );
# ifdef CSV
std :: cout << run << ’ , ’;
# endif
unsigned seed = std :: time ( nullptr );
Simulation :: Run ( env , * network , seed , event_generators );
}
}
}
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